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ABSTRACT* In this paper the design and perfomianfes of a diversity combining sys­
tem using carrier Lock and Sideband Lock tecluii<iuos hive been discussed. The effects of 
noise have been studied with particular rofurenco to the loop phase equation, signal to noise 
ratio, KMS phase error and limiting of the sum of signal and noise on the threshold value in 
a two channel predote<‘tion diversity combining system. The results of eombijiing two modu­
lated r.l* carriers bearing the same information are also staled. A calculation for the first 
order probability density function of the instantaneous phase for a. carrier phase lock circuit 
is gi\x'ii. A sclaune is suggested 1 o (‘orrect the Doppler frequency shift of the received signal,
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In fading channels it is often found necessaiy to incorxioratc some kind of 
diversity for reliable communication. An essential requirement in diversity 
system is that the signals on the different independent channels be combined 
coherently. It should be clear that diversity combination requires locking of the 
carrier of eacli channel to its signal and also locking of the different signals on 
tlie various channels. Now it may so happen that the received signal power on 
a given channel may not be adequate to ensmo satisfactory locking of its oAvn 
demodulating carrier, \J^ hile the total channel power may be large enough. An 
efficient locking technique should, therefore, make use, if possible, of the total 
channel power to establish lock (in AM one should utilise both carrier and side­
band powers). We shall discuss the problem of diversity combination in section 
2, with particular reference to the philosophy of int(?r and iiitra channel coherence 
to secure gain in the SNR of the combined output. Locking techniques in diversity 
reception with particular reference to (i) a pre-detection combiner and (ii) a post­
detection combiner have also been discussed in this section (Chakrabarti, 
t ia l ,  1966).
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Section 3 is devoted to a discussion on the effects ot noise on the loop phase 
C ,,nation, SNR at tlie output of the combiner, R M S phase perturbation o f  the 
locking loop and limiting of tlic received signal on the threshold value.
Experimental set-up and results of combining two modulated r.f. carriers,
givx‘11 in tseciiou 4.
I . O O K I N O  T E C H N I Q U E ! .  I N  1) i  V E  K S J T Y K E  C E  P  T  i  O X
To satisiy llu‘ iiicrc^asingly greater d(‘maiid for long distance communication 
tliiough radio waves is not only to provide additional commimication channels 
but also to provide  ^ a reliable and efficient commimication technique. Consi- 
(brations of noise, interference and fading within the communication band and 
the time varying duiracter of the })ropagation media call for the transmission ol 
thci sajJK* massage in a number of frequency ehaimels simultaneously.
It is know II that for certain commimication applications it is dc^sirable to use 
broad band signals in conjunction with coluu'ent inception and that linear wid(  ^
bund systems (lik(‘ frequency diversity (^ f IXSB, S8B) can be designed to operate; 
reliably for low input- signal to noise ratios. The argument can ho stated as fol­
lows. Ill a liiK^ ar system the output SNR equals the input SNR. Suppose that 
there arc a number of such cliaiiiiels carrying the same signal. If  the outputs of 
the diltercmt channels can be; so combined that the signals add coherently and the 
weights used in combination arc proportional to the signal to noise ratio of the 
corresponding channels then it can be shown that tlie SNR of the sum is equal to 
the sum of the SNR's (Kahn, L. R., 1954). This is ejpiimum diversity combina­
tion. Even if the weugliis are unity, there  ^is considerable gain in SNR, for* now tlie 
outjmt SNR is (‘qual to ^  ivlicic and are the signal and noise
powers ill lli(‘ 7\-tli cliaime;!. Two adv'aiitages arise. Firstly, the statistics of 
tlie combined noise and interfe'rene^e powers, which individually may have high 
ratios of the peak to r.m.s. assume after addition a fairly smooth character. 
Secondly, the output SNR shoAvs considerable improvement over that of a single 
chamied carrying an amount of power equal to the sum of the powers in the 
component channels. Siicli wide' band s,\^stcms thus ha\o an inherent resistance 
to interference.
Jo establish Phase coherence inter and intra channeU
If wo have; a freejucncy diversity of order two, there will be two r.f. signals 
carrying the same message although their input sigiml to noise ratio (SNR) will 
m g(;ii(;ral be different. Since the two inputs are at two different frequencies they 
will haA c U) be. brought back to the same frequency by appropriate local oscillators. 
Mirtiior since the r.f. phases after heterodyning will bo different the modulation 
phase of the output of any coherent type detector AVill also be different. The 
phasing of the two i.f. signals to bring them into colierenoe can be done a t r,f.
( remian, D, (t., 1Jo9) and also at base band for linear demodulation systems*
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FigH. (1) and (2) show the block representations to implement these tech­
niques. For r.f. phase locking one would need a phase comparator or discrimi­
nator for measuring the difference in phase between the two r.f. signals and actuate 
the local oscillator in such a way as to reduce and if possible eliminate the phase 
differenoe between the two signals. For phasing a t base band the demodulatod 
outputs in the two channels can be compared by ulieans of an audio frequency 
phase discriminator, the detected output of the disofiminator controlling the r.f. 
phase of one of the channels. i
The above mentioned differentially coherent tqibhnique enable one to bring 
the two inputs to a common reference. (It should be obvious that predetection 
phasing is the optimum technique if the demodulation is non-linear).
Lockin{f through me of IF  phme information
Pig. (1) shows the block diagram for a diversity combiner .where relative 
phasing is accomplished at RF for a frequency diversity of order thrc'c. The 
intermediate frequency (i.f.) outputs of the three mixer stages are the same and 
the three i.f. outputs are brought in phase coherence before they are added and 
fed to a sideband lock receiver of the proper kind. Let us consider the input to 
the combiner is a frequency diversity of DSB signals of order three. Three fre- 
(pienoy channels are separated using three frequency selective networks preceding 
the three mixer stages. Of the three local oscillators associated with the three 
mixer stages in the receiving system, two are of voltage controlled type and the 
third one along with its mixer is recognised as the reference chain and the cor- 
r('.sponding i.f. output may be called as the reference i.f. output. The phase of the 
other two outputs are compared with it using two phase discriminators and d.c. 
controlling voltages are obtained in proportion to the phase departure between 
them. This d.c. controlling voltage is used to change the reactance offcTcd by
Fig. l. Block diagram for coherent combinat ion of the signals in a three channel 
frequency diversity system using r,f. phase information
a voltajrr so.isitivo (liod.. forms a froqimnoy (lot<‘rmining parameter in each
of f ho W jO’s. Tho (l.c. controlling voltage is utilised in sncli a sotiho as to  make 
the j)hase diserepa.ieies between tiu. i.f. outputs a minimum. I t  is seen th a t the 
reference i.f. output is given a phase shift of w/2 radians before multiplication. 
Tn the phase cli.scriininator the low frequency output is proportional to the sine 
of the phase difference between its two inputs. Thus if the two i.f. outputs are in 
j)hase the product demodulator output is zero and the magnitude and polarity of 
this oiitpul depend on the magnitude of the phase difference between the two and 
wbother ono leads or lags the other.
The abovementioned technique is also suitable for eombining diversity signals 
resulting from oth(T types of modulations, linear as well as nonlinear.
To derive the expression for the control voltage in this case we note first tha t 
Uie IF output of t he rofe.rence channel may be written to be
^  •••
and that of the other channel
== B cos (co,y<d-0o) ... (2)
When tliese two IP outputs are multiplied one gets
e {^t) =  kAB  sin ••• (^)
as the controlling d.c. voltage.
Locking through use of modulation phuBc information
The combination of a diversity of signals can also bo achieved using phaso 
information from the detected modulation components. This technique is parti­
cularly suited for linear modulation systems. Fig. (2) shows the block dia­
gram of sucli a Phasing Scheme. The input to such a combiner can be taken to 
be a frequency diversity DSB (since tlio modulation is linear) signal of order three. 
Tho three i.f. output/S in this case are fed to three DSB modulation receivers. I t  
is known that the inphase channel output for such a receiving system corres­
ponds to the modulation components. Before adding the three P  channel outputs 
together it must be ascertained that they have been brought in phase coherence. 
Phase coherence between the modulation components is achieved by comparing 
the phase of the modulation output in the reference chain with those a t the other 
two chains using two low frequency phase discriminators. The d.c* outputs of 
these phase detectors are used to control tho phase of tho VCO’s in the respective 
Cham. Tho phase detector output in this case is also proportional to  sin 
where stands for the phase discrepancy between its two inputs. Each P 
channel output is fed to a wide band phase shifter associated with it* The 
outputs of each of the phase shifter are in phase quadrature with each other, 
bo from the reference P channel two outputs are derived which are in phaso 
quadrature and are applied to the two phase detectors as one of the two inputs.
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Tlic other input in each of the detector ivS obtained from the respective quadr«a- 
ture^  component of the outputs from the phase shifters in the other two chains.
To derive the expression for the control voltage ^  this case wc note first that 
the P  channel outputs in the two channels can be written as
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Fig. 2. Block diagram for coherent combination of the outputs of a three chaimel 
frequency diver- sity using modulation pliase information.
epi{t) =  cos —^ ^ oa) W
^^2(0 == +  cos ... (o)
If a phase shift of 90° is introduced between these two voltages and the 
outputs of the phase shifter are multiplied one gets
eait) -  k^{A ,,+ A^)(B^+ B^) sin 
as the slowly varying d.c. voltage.
I t  is obvious that this expression has a very close similarity to (‘cjuation (3) 
and all the remarks made about the latter obviously apply.
Fig. 3. Block diagram of a scheme to correct Doppler frequency shift.
I'lu' 1oclmi(iu«-s nu'nl ionod above are mean!, for corrocting phase perturbations 
betw<.en the signals in the different, channels. There may sometimes be some 
(listurbanoes common to all the channels o.g. Doppler shift. In such cases it is 
desirable to eorirel those common disturbances by means of a control circuit 
operated by tl..> av.aage value of a sum of the instantaneous phases in the 
diffci(ut channels. Scluanatie diagram of such a control circuit is given in
Fig. (3).
r n . A H E  E Q L T A T t O X  . AND S I G N A L  T O  N O I S E  R A T I O
I X A T W O C TI A N N E L P H E D E T E (' T I O X CM) M H T N R H 
D I V E R S I T Y  S Y S T E M
Lei us ocmskler the system of Fig. (1). ff the inputs (1) and (2) are repre- 
sc^nted by
cos(w„< Md+?5«)-l "i eos(wn/ ri>n\) ••• C^ )
and fiAO =  S.-l* sin ( c i >Qt - i - r t - l - s i n  (<rtot-|-9in2)
the output of the product modulator will ))o
^ s i n (?>/—«/ h9^ *—^ « ) + S . I / . « 2 s i n ( ^ )
In the particular case wlien the signals are of the V\V typ(‘ the expression 
for the output may be written more simply as
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( 10 )
It will bc' soon that this output contains a term proportional to the sine of 
t he difference between the phases of the two signals, a term representing inter- 
modiilation between the signal and noise and the third term representing inter- 
modulation between the noise components.
In goncTal the difference in phase will be a slowly varying function of
lime and on(i can therefore use a low pass filter of narrow bandwidth to accept 
only the slowly varjdng components. The detected output thus filtered has boon 
contaminated with noise and intermodulation components in the band of this filter.
The filtered output as shown in the diagram controls the instantaneous fre­
quency of the Vf!0. The phase equation that results is
( U )
f II f  to noise ratio in the closed loop bandwidth of the oon-
troUed loop be adequate then it is reasonable to assume that the magnitude of tho
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2)hase will be small and one can write the phase equation in the
linearised form as
d<p
dt ( 12)
I t  should be mentioned that although there willf be steady state phase error 
the phase difference will be perturbed by th i  noise terms present. The
summed output can bo written as
€j,[t) =  Mlexpj(c.)o^h94i-“ Vi^o)+^2«xpj(coo^^?ii—
-f /iji exp j ( o > o f + ^ i 2^ j(oV i ... (13)
nhore is the phase error. The amplitude of the ittstantaueous signal will thus 
he
S ^  1.42 cos ... (U)
If the iiois(‘S apyiearing in the two channels have a correlation eoeffieient p then 
the total noise voltage will be given by
^^2 ,^2pnpi.]^ ... (15)
In the case of three channels the corresponding signal and noise outputs are
S ^  [Ji2 +  -4.2^+d;i2 +  2(i4i.42 008^12 i ^^ 2-43 COS 9523~^ .4g.4 j COS03i)]J^  (16)
A — **• (1~)
Effect of limiting the num of nig mil and noise on the threshold mluf
Threshold : Threshold SNR is dcfincKl as the value of the signal to noisti ratio 
at w hich the rati^ of change of output SNR with the input SNR shows an abrupt 
bjeak. Tlux^shold phenomenon is due to nonlinear jnocesses occurring in demo­
dulation which cause through intcrmotliilation a rise in the value of the jioise 
appearing in the output.
In CPL thresliold SNR (power) in the effective bandwidth of tlu‘ system 
is about 5 or 7 db.
Limiting : I t  is kixowm that if a sum of two signals is limited and the limited 
signal is passed through a bandpass filter there is a general suppression of the weaker 
component. The amount of this suppression depends on the amplitude ratio and 
the difference in frequency. This result can be carried over to the analysis of the 
situation when one of the signals is replaced by a random noise.
The probability of the noise amplitude being above a certain value V, is given
by
2 f  ^ -.t*/2^‘o . ^ . l-fer/i/.R  
y/n  » ^
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Tiiis shows that at a signal to noise ratio of i? the favourable period is more than
the unfavourable by a factor equal to , If we assume that the average1-erf-y/Ji
siq)j)rcssion during the I'avourable period is the same as that in the unfavourable 
])criod, tlu' av«Tage HNR at the output will show an apparent improvement.
This irnpioveiuent in iSNR is however of no consequence in binary PSK 
reception if the error probability is less than the minimum desired value before 
limiting. This is s(j because the error pi-obability is determined essentially by 
th<! condition that tlie \ alue of the in phase component of noise be less t.bgn a 
certain luaxinium in order that the number of times the r.f. phase is modified by 
the noise is leas than a prescribed minimum. Limiting filtering cannot alter 
this condition and therefore has no effect on the threshold value.
Jl.MM. J’lMse Erorr : It is of interest to form an estimate of the pertur­
bation jn-odneed by noise in the feedback loop. In fact the effective signal strength 
is aluays found to he multiplicsd by the term cos <f>, where <l>, is t he phase error due 
to uois(!. Purthor thc-re may be instant of lime when the phase disturbance due 
to noise might cause loss of synchronisation.
An examination of the noise terms in the loop phase equation (Refer £q. 9) 
shows that the output noise is in general a nonlinear function of the input noise 
except when the signal to noise ratio is high. One of the terms in this equation 
can be considered to have arisen due to phase modulation of the noise in the band 
by a voltage proportional to the carrier phase. I t  is therefore expected that the 
spi.-clrum of this mtermodulation will spirad over the band equal to the sum of 
t le noise liaiid and the baud of the carrier phase modulation. If the latter is 
small the spectral character of this iiiteniiodulation term can be considered to be 
the same as that of the input noise. The effect of another term which is due to
7  " i" to bo comidoro.d unlo*Ulc signal to iioisc ratio is ade(|uato.
lo analyse tlic plnwo oquatiou it is oouvoniont lo lump all the noise tennu 
The cqj^alent
d(j) ~KS{p)[A sin {4-f iVJ
«p“ -density, W. This equation »hen/W  T "*'™  Pn>l»bi«y-Mir ~  known to be given bv^  V ®'dt ~4~~ 
where is the noise power.
^  +'®^55(Asin&-ir)
y
m
dW
d i
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I t  is easy to verify that the solution to this equation in the steady state
=  Ois
exp (a 008^) ^ 27T/o(a) where a
U
All approximate Bolutlon of the derived equaticMp for a general f(p) can be 
found by first linearising the equation and solving it, and replacing the first 
power of 0 by sin 0 and by 2(1—cos d) in the solulion. Once the probability
density is determined, the square phase eiTor and th^m ean value of cos <j> can be 
readily found by evaluating the integrals
/  cos ^ W(4>) •COS^
In the particular cases when f { p )  =  1 or f ( p )  = l+ pT
... (20) 
... (21)
, the value of cos is
hia) , where a =fo(®)’ Noise density x  noise bandwidth
E X P E R I M E N T A L  S E T -U P , R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N S
Fig. 4. shows the block diagram of the experimented arrangements for the 
coherent combination of two r.f. carriers a t frequencies 1.55 mc/s and 1.85 mc/s
Fig. 4. Block diagram of the experimental set-up for coherent combinations of
two r.f. carriers.
re^o tive ly . The frequencies of the oscillators in the respective mixers are 
h i^ e r  than the incoming carriers by 500 Kc/s. One of the oscillator is a Y.C.O. 
and a V-33 type varactor is used in the frequency determining circuit. The volt­
age sensitivity of the VOO is 15 Ko/s per volt. The reference oscillator is tha t of 
a Clapp’s type. A crystal controlled oscillator may preferably be used as a 
reference one.
3
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In the design of the phase control loop, consideration has been given to the 
corii'laiion tiim*, maximum lading rate and noise bandwidth.
For the purpose of simulation of multiplicative noise, caused by the propaga­
tion medium, one lias to take into account, besides a nearly steady Doppler shift 
du(^  to a r(‘guJar drift, (i) flat fading, where the band of interest is subject, as a 
whole, (o variations of amplitude and phase; (ii) selective fading where thc^  fluctua­
tions of amplitude and phase of different groups of frequtmcics in the band are 
r(‘Iativ(‘ly inde]Kmdeiit and (iii) multipath phenomena wheie a large number of 
i(l(‘ntiflabl(* patiis ha  ^ing distinct time delays and amplitude -])hase fluctuations 
contribute to tJi(‘ total rc^ceived signal. For the first case one may multipl^’^ the 
input with th(' sum of a cari’ier and a narrowband noise around it. For tlie second 
tht‘ injmt is distributed to several bandpass channels and amplitude-phase 
fluctuations an* introduced from narrowband noivse sources. For multipath 
Himulation prov ision is made* for fixed and variable time delays and amplitude-phase 
variations of the different outputs from tin* tapp(*d dt'lay line. The bandwidth 
of tJi(! noise sources will hav(* to bo consistent w ith the fading rate both in ampli­
tude and ])hase in the frequency band of interest. (Tin* rms lading rate a t H.F. 
determined essentially by the random velocity distribution of the scattering sources 
is known to be about 10/A c/s where A is in meters)
Kig. o. Figure shows the variation of the (^ om 
hiiiod output after ooherent <*ombiiiation of two 
r.f. farriers with the fhange in level of either 
of the two (sarriers, tfio level of the other is 
Itelil constant.
Fig. 6. Figuri! shows the variation of the 
signal and noise output in the fombined 
output with the change in noise levels at 
the input to the e.otnbinor, the levejls of 
the earners are held constant.
Tin* tjxperimental result presented in Fig. (5) shows that the combined output 
due to two R.F. inputs increases linearly over a certain range of the inputs. The 
minimum acceptable value is determined by the total noise while the maximum 
value is conti;olled by the system non-linearity. From the results shown in 
tig . (b) we note that as the input SNR deteriorates there is a reduction in the
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summed output. This is due as mentioned in Sec. 3 to partial incoherence at tlu  ^
summing point due to inadequacy of the phase following loop. The noises 
output at the summing point shows a linear variation upto certain level of 
input noise after which there is a marked increase iu he slope. This is due to 
the threshold phenomenon setting in as discussed ’m Sec. 3.
I t  should be emphasised that for the success of 4ny diversity system a know­
ledge of such medium properties as correlation bandtwidth in respect of envelope 
and phase, amount of correlation between the signal; as well as noisc^  fluctuations 
ill the compontmt channels and ilu  ^ fading sjx'ctrunl is essential. 8ucli data rc‘- 
quiring analysis of observations ovct a long pei iod, i3^ fortunat(*ly, aj*o not readily 
obtainable. This problem of channel estimation w^l be considered in a future 
communication.
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A P P E N D I X
Firat order 'probability density function of instantaneous phase for a CPL circuit
To find the probabilily density of the instantaiuious phase in a pliaso locking 
loop one may first develop the loop dynamical equation into the corresponding 
Fokker Planck equation. In the case Avhen the loop filter is given by
1
1-f-pr '
the loep equation becomes
de
fiP)
(l - fp r )  ~  • -\-KA sin (9 — K { a w)
where 1 [(l+pr)O l ... (Al)
Now the frequency deviation £1 may be a random variable with or without 
a steady component. If it has no steady component B.H.S. of Al may be replaced
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bv a raudoui variable Imving a pov^er density determined by and ». The 
lik k er Planck c(iuatiou for the steady state probability distribution m such a
case can 
0
be written as
d ^ r(d+A'4sin6») ^
00^  ^ dxi L T- 1 4r dx^ (A2)
whore j;, — d. . . . .It. can be roadil.\' veiitied that the solution of the above equation is given by
\V{(), 0) — C exp ((a cos d + ... (A3)
wheri‘ . ft —“ “  ~Km^ ’ ^  AWo
Now if ^  i+prol+ ^ ir
-  n  ~ m P )(A  sin &-{ n) at
or, pd =  12 —K  • {A sin 0+n)l + p T
Writing (1+JWo)* -- ^ one gets
px^ =  , 5  (-4 sin 0-i-n)l+i>To 1+pr ... (A4)
or,
If O =: 0, the Fokker Planck equation in the steady state is
, < m _  d [{x^+KAamO)  , d W
^ dxj  ^ dxi I t J 4t2 dx^^ ... (A5)
where as usual 0
The solution to the equation obtained by linearising the F-P  equation can bo 
found by noting that the solution in the linear case is given by
H'(«>) =  o o » p ( e f +  & ’) ... (A6)
where _  Signal PowerNoise power in the Noise band width
and /y ^  “  ........  147t^  Second moment of the noise spectrum
